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OUR MISSION: To save the land 
that sustains us by protecting 
farmland, promoting sound 

farming practices, and keeping 
farmers on the land



ISAP’s mission is to create a network to support a
systems approach to improve soil health and
reduce nutrient loss. www.ilsustainableag.org



Beyond IL…



Today’s Speakers

Aldyen Donnelly, 
Director of Carbon 

Economics

Nori

Kari Hernandez, 
Global Head of Carbon 

Operations & Offer 
Marketing

Indigo Ag

Adam Kiel, 
Managing Director

Soil and Water 
Outcomes Fund

Caroline Wade, 
Program Director

Ecosystem 
Services Market 

Consortium



Audience Engagement

600+ questions 
received thru 
registration

Keep asking 
Questions! 



Building the Stage

Curating Questions

Summarizing Responses 

Hypothetical Scenario



Setting the Stage

Ecosystem 
markets pay 
landowners and 
managers for
outcomes
verified at the field 
level and are not 
practice-
specific. 

  
    

   

    
 

  
  
   

  

Water quality 
improvements are 
measured in 
pounds of 
pollutant reduction

Soil carbon storage and 
net GHG reductions are 
measured in metric 
tonnes of carbon dioxide 
equivalents (CO2e) 

JeanBrokish
Stamp



Outcome Estimation Resources 

https://carpe.shinyapps.io/CaRPE_Tool_Vers2/
https://carpe.shinyapps.io/CaRPE_Tool_Vers2/
https://carpe.shinyapps.io/CaRPE_Tool_Vers2/




Considerations

Planning

Experimenting
(Field-Scale) 

Farm-Scale 
Management 
Change 

Outcome 
Estimation 

Cost-share, Financial 
Assistance Programs 

Potential 
Market Entry 



Farmer Scenario

Rented Land: 500 acres Owned Land: 500 acres

Mirror Farms, LLC
Corn / Soybean Rotation 
Since 2008, using 2 tillage passes 
ahead of corn, no-tilling soybeans

Future Management Plans  
2021: +420 acres cover crops
2022: +1,000 acres no-till corn
2023: +500 acres cover crops

2022: Added no-till corn
2023: Added cereal rye ahead of 
beans

2018: 80ac 
cover crops

2021: Added cereal rye ahead of 
beans
2022: Added no-till corn



Farmer Scenario

Corn/Soybean Farmer 
Owns 500 acres + Rents 500 acres = 1,000 acres total farmed 

Crop Year Rented (500 acres) Owned (500 acres) Notes 
Previous 

2018 2 tillage pass corn Oats and Radish (80 acres) ahead of 2 
tillage pass corn (500 acres) First year trying winter kill covers on 80 acres 

2019 No-till soybeans Cereal Rye (same 80 acres) ahead of no-
till soybeans (500 acres)  

Second year using covers on same 80 acres 
(first year using winter hardy), practicing no-

till on soybeans for 10+ years 

2020 2 tillage pass corn Oats and Radish (80 acres) ahead of 2 
tillage pass corn (500 acres)

Third year doing covers (second year of 
winter kill) on same 80 acres 

Planned 

2021 No-till soybeans Cereal Rye ahead of no-till soybean on 
all owned ground (500 acres)

500 acreage total includes 80 acres previously 
in cover crops and 420 new acres into cover 

crops

2022 No-till corn Cereal Rye ahead of no-till corn (500 
acres) 

New adoption of 1,000 acres of no-till corn                          
cereal rye on same 500 owned acres as 2021

2023 Cereal Rye ahead of no-till soybean on 
all rented ground

Cereal Rye ahead of no-till soybean on 
all owned ground (500 acres)

Cereal rye adoption on all acres (80 acres 
previous + 420 acres new in 2021 + 500 acres 

new to covers in 2023) 

New tillage acres New cover crop acres



Market Spotlight: Nori

Aldyen Donnelly 
Director of Carbon Economics

Nori



How Does the Nori Market Serve Farmers & 
Ranchers?

https://nori.com/ American Farmland Trust
Aldyen Donnelly, aldyen@nori.com Feb 12, 2021     

mailto:aldyen@nori.com


More About How the Nori Market Works

https://medium.com/nori-carbon-removal/how-to-save-the-planet-
and-make-climate-change-just-go-away-using-blockchain-and-
cryptocurrency-f6e33917089d

Start here:

Then check out:
https://nori.com/for-growers

And/or reach out to Nori’s Supply Support Team:
• by emailing <hello.nori.com>
• start by tell us the county(ies) in which you operate, your 

acreage and the crops you produce



Carbon Registries are Certification Bodies
• A registry is an independent agency or program that defines standards and 

methods for estimating emission and carbon sequestration project 
baselines, and defines what constitutes 1 tonne of greenhouse gas (“TCO2e 
“) of avoided emission, emission reduction or GHG sequestration

• When a registry receives assurance from a registry-approved third party 
“verifier” that a Project Owner has properly defined a project baseline, and
has reduced or sequestered 1TCO2e relative to that baseline, the registry 
confirms the project is in compliance with the registry’s estimation and 
reporting standards by issuing a “credit” to the Project Owner’s account in 
the public side of the registry.

• US registries include: Climate Action Reserve (CAR), Verra/VCS (Verra), 
American Carbon Registry (ACR), California Air Resources Board (CARB) 
GHG Offset Program, etc.



Are Registries  Actually “Markets”?

Yes, no, maybe so … it depends on how one defines “market”
• Most US registries--including CAR, Verra, ACR, CARB—operate like 

Craig’s list. Once credits appear in an account in the public part of the 
registry, interested credit buyers can contact the credit owner, negotiate 
a credit price and figure out how to transact a credit purchase.

• Credit sales prices are not reported to or by these registries. The 
registries do not directly facilitate carbon credit sales.  Suppliers can sell 
real interest in credits without reporting the sale or the name of the 
buyer(s) to the registry.

• Small credit suppliers and small credit buyers are typically not 
permitted to set up accounts in most of the registries.



What is a Carbon Market Aggregator?
• IndigoAg or BlueSource are examples of carbon credit Aggregators.
• Farm operators pre-sell real interest in their capacity to reduce 

emissions and sequester carbon (C), and any resulting credits, to the 
Aggregator.

• From the Registry’s perspective, the Aggregator is the legal “Project 
Owner”.

• The prices and terms and conditions under which the land owner might 
receive compensation when credits are sold are defined in contracts 
between the grower and the Aggregator.

• Aggregators have no obligation to report who they resell credits to, 
what prices the credits are sold for, how many times a credit is resold, 
or the terms of renumeration for the growers.



Most Registries Favor Project Aggregators

• The CAR registry derives 
most of their operating 
revenues from fixed one-
time, annually recurring and 
“credit issuance” fees that 
the Project Owner pays 
whether or not their credits 
ever sell.

• Typically, the registries 
charge Project Aggregators 
lower fees than they charge 
individual projects/growers.

Grower Retains 
Project 

Ownership

Aggregator 
Owns the 
Project(s)

Grower 
Retains 
Project 

Ownershi

Aggregator 
Owns the 

Project

One-time Up-
Front Fees

$1,000 $700 -$        -$            

Annually 
Recurring Fees $500 $200 -$        -$            

Credit Issuance 
Charge -$            

Credit Transfer 
Fee

Climate Action Reserve Nori

$0.19/credit

$0.03/credit *

* charged only if credit sale or transfer is reported to the Registry

 15% of credit selling 
price, as set by farmer, 

paid by Buyer 



Other Project Registration Cost Considerations

• Credits are only issued after project plans are “validated” and after repeating 
“verification” and “risk rating” events. Under the CAR Protocol, validation, 
verification and risk rating can cost the Project Owner 5 to 10 times verification 
costs for the Nori market.

• Soil sampling and testing, as currently mandated in the CAR and Verra programs, 
can eat the first $9 to $20 of the price Buyers are willing to pay for carbon credits, 
while adding limited value—in SOC stock trend estimate accuracy terms—relative 
to estimates generated by process models that are informed by sample data 
generated by a robust and continuously maintained reference networks of 
experimental sites.

• Process models informed by statistically representative soil sample test sites can 
deliver comparable SOC stock change certainty at costs under US$/credit



The AFT Sample Project
• First, Nori needs field locations 

and  boundaries.
• Nori Supply Support can help 

farmers do this, as can advisors in 
NRCS and stateU extension 
offices.

• Nori is working with multiple ag 
advisory and service providers to 
make it easy for the grower to 
instruct them to transport data to 
Nori.

All data shared with Nori is confidential and Nori cannot 
use your data for any purpose other than issuing NRTs.



The AFT Sample Project (2)
• In their accounts, growers are asked to review and correct obvious errors 

in pre-filled data templates for each field.
• Growers who 

supply more 
verifiable data will 
get higher NRT 
scores and faster 
NRT issuance will 
occur.

All data shared with Nori is 
confidential and Nori cannot use your 
data for any purpose other than 
issuing NRTs.



Grower Can Review NRT Projections Before 
Committing to Anything



Credit Issuance Comparison
• CAR registry requires grower to commit to 100 years of data reporting, 

verification and C stock retention (compared to 10 years for Nori).
• CAR credit issuance is “vested” (2 different contracting options).
• How much more $/credit would a farmer have to get paid for CAR credits to 

make up for the slow relative pace of CAR credit issuance?

year 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030

Registered project acres 511 511 511 511 511 511 511 511 511 511 511 511 511 511 511
Actual incremental SOC stock 
gains per acre, for year  0.80  0.50  0.12  0.45  0.85  0.92  0.79  0.83  1.01  0.55  0.84  (0.24)  0.92  1.10  0.85 

Climate Action Registry - TTA Method (before buffer deduction)     68     53     68     85     94   108     104   120   139   153 4,259      

    20     15     20     25     28     32       31     35     41     45 4,959      

  699   724   582   644   654   313     347   417   417   453 

Maximum marketable credits issued by registry/market administrator

Conditional 

Future 
Credits 

Receivable

Climate Action Registry - TYA Method (before buffer 
deduction)
Nori Market Method



Why Interpreting Soil Sample Test Results 
Can Be  Difficult and Confusing

• If initial credit 
quantification 
reflects the trend 
defined by sample 
test results for 
2014-2019 (green 
points), too many 
credits will be 
issued.



Market Spotlight: Indigo Ag

Kari Hernandez 
Global Head of Carbon Operations 

& Offer Marketing

Indigo Ag



K AR I H E R N A N D E Z
Global Head of Carbon Operations & Offer Marketing

F E B R U  A R Y 1 2 , 2 0 2 1

FA RMING FO R TH E FUTUR E



Generate additional
income from registry-
issued carbon credits

Support  
implementation of  
beneficial farming  

practices

Use data to improve  
the value of your  

farm, both now and  
for the future

The Indigo Carbon Program

A program backed by science & technology, driven by data,  
and building value across the supply chain through sustainability.

Bring together science  
and technology for new  
profitability opportunities



“The most important factor affecting prices on a voluntary carbon  

market is transparency. Buyers want to know that the offsets they  

purchase represent actual reductions in greenhouse gas  

emissions. On the CCX, this transparency can be tricky.”

- Forest2Market

We’ve Learned…

Sources: National Review, MasterResource, Forest2Market



We’ve Adapted…

~~
As the premier carbon offset registry in

North America, the Climate Action  

Reserve ensures integrity, transparency  

and financial value in theNorth

American carbon market.

The VCS Program is the world’s mostwidely
used voluntaryGHG program. Over 1,600  

certified VCS projects have collectively  

reduced or removed more than 500  

million tonnes of carbon and other GHG  

emissions from the atmosphere.

Sources: climateactionreserve.org, verra.org



We're building for long-term value...

Sources: Barrons, DrinkSust ainably.com, BCG.com



Buyers are pre-ordering registry-issued credits from Indigo Carbon farmers

The Indigo Carbon Program is Supported By:

Elsa Palanza,
Global Head of Sustainability and ESG, Barclays

Part of our climate change strategy is to advance the  
development of effective nature-based solutions.

Indigo’s approach highlights the importance of soil
as a ‘carbon sink,’ as well as delivering improved

benefits for regenerative agriculture and economic

returns for farmers. The verified carbon credits
generated by Indigo Ag will be used byBarclays as
part of its carbon offsetting approach for operational  

emissions.



Pick up new practices or intensify current practices to qualify

Planting  
CoverCrops

Reducing  
Tillage

Rotating  
Crops

Rebalancing  
Inputs



Improved  
Drought  

Tolerance

Decreased  
Cost of  

Production

Improved  
Weed  

Management

Better Field  
Accessibility

In addition to carbon credit income, agronomic benefits  
from carbon farming can also improve profitability potential.

Protecting Yields,  
Especially in  
Challenging  

Weather Years

These outcomes are potentialbenefits.



Sign Up Plan
Make  

Changes
Digital  
Harvest

Test Soil  
& Model

Verify & Issue  
from Registry

Sell Carbon  
Credits Get Paid

What to expect

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

GROWER STEPS INDIGO STEPS

*Payment under Indigo Carbon contingent upon generation of verified  
carbon credits that may originate from practice changes and carbon  

capture on grower land.

Farmers never pay to participate  
in the Indigo Carbon Program.



Corn/Soybean Farmer Example



Your farm is unique. Your experience with Indigo is too.

N E W P R A C T I C E SR E G I O N A C R EA G E C R O P S

Reduced Tillage

Reduced Fertilizer

No Tillage

No Fertilizer

Cover Crops

Crop Rotation

Livestock Grazing

Residue Retention

Compositing

Grassed Waterways

500 - 750

750 - 1000

1000 - 1250

1250 - 1500

1500 - 1750

1750 - 2000

2000 - 2250

2250 +

Corn

Wheat

Soybeans

Cotton

LOCATION

37.7N, 88.9W

CITY/TOWN <250

Marion, IL 250 - 500



Sign up at Carbon.IndigoAg.Net

PLAN

MAKE
CHANGES

DIGITAL  
HARVEST

GET PAID

1

ENROLL

2

3

4

5

SIGN UP

1



Plan practice changes with free guidance from Indigo's experts.

DIGITAL  
HARVEST

GET PAID

SIGN UP

1

2

PLAN

3

4

5

PLAN

2 Justin Friedrich
Illinois Agronomist
Twitter @Justin_Agronomy

Joshua DeGroot
Illinois Agronomist  
Twitter @Agronomist24_7

MAKE
CHANGES

The Indigo Carbon Program offers growers  
various types of free agronomic support,  
including:
• Decision-making support
• Planning tools
• Answering agronomic questions
• In-season and after-season evaluation

In Illinois, Justin and Joshua have a  
combined 14 years of experience in  
crop consulting and specialize in  
carbon farming practices.



Implement beneficial farming practices tailored to increase  
the soil health and carbon credit potential of your operation.

PLAN

DIGITAL  
HARVEST

GET PAID

SIGN UP

1

2

3

ACT

4

5

MAKE
CHANGES

3

No-till Corn &Beans

Our agronomists recommend for your operation:
• Before no-till beans, an 80% rye / 20% forage collards

covercrop mix.
• Before no-till corn, a 40% oats / 40% vetch / 20% radish

covercrop mix.

Plant CoverCrops



Morgan Mooney
Carbon Customer Success

Submit management records in the Indigo Carbon Program  
software to demonstrate your new carbon farming practices.

PLAN

GET PAID

SIGN UP

1

2

3

4
SUBMIT

DOCUMENTAION

5

Morgan & Todd are ready to help you!

Todd Weitekamp
Carbon Customer Success  
IL Corn & Soybean Grower

DIGITAL  
HARVEST

4

MAKE
CHANGES



Participation in the Indigo Carbon Program provides a  
multitude of benefits, both short- and long-term.

PLAN

DIGITAL  
HARVEST

SIGN UP

1

2

3

4

5

GET PAID

PLUS SOIL HEALTH BENEFITS:

IMPROVED SOIL STRUCTURE

INCREASED WATER INFILTRATION

IMPROVED WEED CONTROL

LESS FERTILIZER
(up to $21/ac/yr in N for corn)

GET PAID

5

MAKE
CHANGES

*Illustrative case study only. Actual results may vary based on a number of variables specific to each  
grow er. Indigo makesno guaranteesw ith respect to any specific outcomes or results. Actual payment  

rate w ill vary based on market conditions. All cash amounts listed here are hypothetical only and  
should not be interpreted as any guaranteeor minimum payment benefit specific to any grow er.

2022 2023 2024 2025

Cumulative Earned Carbon Credit  
Payment Potential Over Time (1,000 acres)

$144,970
Indigo Agronomist-Led
Plan at $35/credit

$62,130
IndigoAgronomist-Led  
Plan at $15/credit

$16,860
Original Plan
at $15/credit

With Indigo’s customized plan, earn  
up to $36/acre/yr from decreasing  
inputs by 2024 on corn



Create a free account to get started
IndigoAg.com/FFTF

Questions? Join our 2/25 carbon webinar.
IndigoAg.com/Feb_Webinar

Getting started is simple,
free, and flexible.*

Indigo Carbon credits are  
registry-issued, increasing  
their market value.

Leading global brands are  
committed to purchasing  
your carbon credits through  
the Indigo Carbon Program.

*Terms, conditions and limitations apply.
Eligibility and enrollment requirements apply.



Market Spotlight:

Adam Kiel
Managing Director

Soil and Water 
Outcomes Fund

Soil & Water 
Outcomes Fund





theoutcomesfund.org47

About Us

The Soil and Water Outcomes Fund provides financial incentives to farmers who implement new conservation 
practices that cost effectively sequester carbon, improve water quality and generate other environmental 

outcomes.

We sell the resulting verified environmental outcomes of these practices to the public and private entities that 
benefit from them. 

A subsidiary of the Iowa Soybean Association A subsidiary of Quantified Ventures



theoutcomesfund.org48

Why Work With Us?

• Water Quality + Carbon/GHG 
payment

• No acre minimum or maximum
• New practice requirement, no 

lookback
• Stacking NOT allowed with 

government conservation programs 
or other ecosystem service 
programs

• Minimum 2 years of historical data 
and 2 years of proposed data



theoutcomesfund.org49

Why Work With Us?

• 1-year contracts with annual renewal
• No quantification or verification 

costs to farmer
• Site visits, soil and water sampling 

and remote sensing verification
• Free agronomic/conservation 

technical assistance
• No customer requirements and we 

don’t try to sell farmers any other 
product or service



theoutcomesfund.org50

Where We Work?

Scope: 
85,000 acres in Iowa, 10,000 acres in 

Ohio and 20,000 acres Illinois. Additional 
areas announced soon.

Farmer payments: 
$15-40 per acre depending on location 

and outcomes

Enrollment: 
Create a user account on 

theoutcomesfund.com and begin 
uploading fields and data

http://www.theoutcomesfund.com/


theoutcomesfund.org51

Sample Farm Scenario

What’s Eligible: 420 acres of new cover crop 
eligible for enrollment in 2021

Enrollment: Farmer provides field boundaries 
and operational data on 
enroll.theoutcomesfund.com

Offer: Farmer receives offer calibrated to water 
and GHG outcomes, expected around $25/per 
acre. 

http://www.enroll.theoutcomesfund.com/


theoutcomesfund.org52

Sample Farm Scenario

Contract: Farmer receives 50% of payment or $5,250 
at time of contract signing.

Validation and Monitoring: Outcomes Fund staff 
conduct field visits, monitoring and verification. 

Second Payment: Farmer receives remaining 50% of 
payment or $5,250 made after verification. 

Reenrollment: Farmer can reenroll 420 acres 
starting in January 2022. Additional acres with new 
practices could be enrolled at that time. 



theoutcomesfund.org53

For additional information or to enroll: 
www.theoutcomesfund.com



Market Spotlight: ESMC

Caroline Wade 
Program Director

Ecosystem Services 
Market Consortium



ESMC Mission

To advance ecosystem service markets that 
incentivize farmers and ranchers to improve soil 
health systems that benefit society 

ECOSYSTEM SERVICES MARKET 
CONSORTIUM 



56

Conceived and Designed…
…for Agriculture
…to Overcome Past Market Challenges
…to Recognize and Reward Farmers & 
Ranchers for their Impacts

ECOSYSTEM SERVICES MARKET 



ESMC/ESMRC Founding Circle Members ESMC/ESMRC Legacy Partner Members

57

ESMC/ESMRC Funders



How is ESMC Different?
• Non-profit organization
• Collaborative effort with entire ag supply chain at the table
• Investment of $22M+ in technologically advanced quantification 

& verification approaches to drop costs, reduce producer burden, 
& achieve scale

• Research, development, and demonstration in focused pilots
• Low risk, annual commitment during pilot phase



• Systems-based and practice-agnostic; cropland and grazing
• Field by field, not whole farm
• Science and outcomes-based; pay for performance
• Stacked assets pays producers for 4 credits in 1 process

– Soil C (removals), net GHG (reductions), water quality & water conservation
• Generation of credits for multiple markets

– Corporate supply chain reporting (scope 3), offset and compliance markets 
(scope 1)

How is ESMC Different?



Ecosystem Services Market Research
Consortium Goals

• Reduce costs 
• Improve quantification of outcomes
• Streamline data entry, monitoring, reporting, verification
• Improve and simplify sale and tracking of multiple assets/credits
• Increase interest and participation of producers and buyers to 

scale the program
• Bring maximum value to producers for their conservation efforts
• Create a market that works for all stakeholders



ESMC Market Function Overview:

How Growers are Paid Annually for Multiple Ecosystem Services Impacts & Outcomes



Program Enrollment Steps
1. Producer creates an ESMC account
2. Producer or Advisor identifies fields for enrollment 
3. Field stratification and soil sampling through ESMC

4. Producer or Advisor imports or enters field management 
data in the ESMC Producer Portal 

5. Data self-certification and Producer Agreement
6. Data submission and auto-validation



Data Collection Option

ESMC Portal

Producer

ESMC API

3rd party 
Platform

Data Entry

Editing / Validation

ESMC Database

Submission



Annual Schedule

Previous
harvest Payment

Crediting 
period ends

Asset quantification
Verification/Certification

Asset generation

Self-certification of data, 
sign Producer Agreement, 
data submission

Stratification and soil sampling 
within 1st 6 months (before field work)

Farmer activities
ESMC activities

Harvest

Crediting 
period begins

Record Data Enter Data

Identify fields for
enrollment in ESMC



Stacked assets and multiple markets in 1 process

• Eligibility depends on scope, environmental 
attribute, and buyer demand

• Value of asset depends on the extent of change

Scope 1 Market – voluntary & 
compliance grade offsets 

Soil C 
(removals)

net GHGs 
(reductions)

Water    
Quality 

Scope 3 Market – corporate 
supply chain reporting

Soil C 
(removals)

net GHGs 
(reductions)

Water    
Quality 

Water 
Quantity



Scenarios
• Scope 1 carbon (offset) requires a new practice change
• Additional data and proof of ownership requirements

• Rented scenario eligible on 500 acres in 2022
– no-till corn eligible as the new practice

• Owned scenario eligible on 420 acres in 2021
– new acres w/Cereal Rye before soybean eligible as the new practice

• Owned scenario eligible on 80 additional acres in 2022
– new acres w/no-till corn eligible as the new practice



Scenarios
• Scope 1 carbon (offset) 

– quantification baseline is producer’s prior 3 years

• Rented scenario on 500 acres
– No-till corn vs 2 tillage pass in 2022
– Cereal rye vs no cereal rye in 2023

• Owned scenario on 420 acres
– Cereal Rye/no-till soybeans vs no-till soybeans in 2021
– Cereal Rye/no-till corn vs 2 tillage pass in 2022
– Cereal Rye/no-till soybeans vs no-till soybeans in 2023

• Owned scenario on 80 additional acres
– Cereal Rye/no-till corn vs Oats and Radish/2 tillage pass in 2022
– No difference to quantify in 2023 or odd year cereal rye/no-till soybeans 



Scenarios
• Scope 3 (supply chain reporting) requires a new practice 

change, eligibility similar to Scope 1
• Exploring baseline options for quantification

– site specific baseline using producer’s prior 3 years, or
– derived from minimal data collection from producers (supplemented w/remote sensing), or
– use of prevailing practice baselines



THANK YOU

69



Question and Answer

Questions submitted today and through the registration process
Some themes are out of scope for today’s Q&A 
Avenues for follow-up in case your question is not addressed
Feel free to point a question to a specific entity

The Ground Rules
Each presenter has one minute to respond to a question
Same order as the presentations: Nori, Indigo Ag, S&W, ESMC
Rotate person responding first 



THANK YOU & WRAP-UP

• Please take the exit survey
• Pop up after closing webinar 

• Check out ISAP’s website 
• Resource document
• Video recording
• CEU request form
• Calendar of events

• Follow up email on Tuesday

www.ilsustainableag.org

IndigoAg.com/FFTF

www.TheOutcomesFund.com

https://nori.com

https://ecosystemservicesmarket.org/ 

Connect with our Presenters



ISAP’s Ecosystem Market Forum Series:

3-part series, June 2021
Stay tuned for more info to come

Stay 
Tuned!

www.ilsustainableag.org
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